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Today we publish our Strategy Monthly chartbook, which argues that after a year of inflation
being a singular global factor it is increasingly a variegated effect, region by region. In the United
States, inflation remains the dominant economic issue impacting both politics and policymaking,
yet we argue that inflationary forces in the world’s biggest economy are in fact weakening. A
clear indicator of this effect can be seen in the US home rental market, where rising rents have
been a key driver of high inflation throughout this year.
US housing rental inflation broadly depends on (i) wages, (ii) mortgage rates, and (iii) house
prices. Higher wages support both rents and house prices. Higher mortgage rates and house
prices make financing a new home more costly and encourage people to rent instead, pushing
up its cost. Over the past year, the US saw all three variables rip higher, creating a perfect storm
for driving up rents. However, those climatic conditions are reversing.
Household income growth is set to slow, as the once red-hot US labor market starts to cool due
in part to the Federal Reserve’s tighter monetary policy. Job openings and the US “quit rate”
have been trending down since April, which is not changed by the marginal improvement in
September. These tend to be leading indicators of softer wages. Given that the share of income
spent on housing is fairly stable, slower income growth implies slower growth rates for both
rental costs and house prices.
US mortgage rates are now more likely to fall than rise. The nearly 400bp rise in mortgage rates
in the past year was one of the steepest ever seen. Moreover, the spread between 30-year
mortgage rates and 10-year treasury yields has reached gaping levels, as was the case in the
2008-09 crisis, suggesting potential for a convergence. Moreover, if a US disinflationary
recession triggers a fall in US treasury yields, as Will Denyer and I expect (see Navigating A
US Recession), mortgage rates have even more downside potential.

US house prices will likely fall further. Homeowners are not trying to sell up, as indicated by the
low supply of existing homes hitting the market, but households have little appetite to buy new
houses, as shown by soaring inventory levels. This effect can be seen in a contraction in the
average loan size now being sought by mortgage applicants.

This all points to a moderation in US rental inflation, of which there are already early signs.
Growth in the Zillow observed rent index, which tends to lead US rental inflation by about seven
months, is slowing down. Since US home affordability has dramatically worsened, the most
likely scenario is a sharp fall in prices, while individuals continue to rent rather than buy. That
points to a repeat of 1981-82 and 2007-08, such that rental inflation moderates as house prices
fall sharply.
There are already signs of overall US inflation moderating. There remains the risk of an energy
price spike due to geopolitical effects, yet US energy prices have fallen over the past four
months. Prices heavily impacted by supply chain bottlenecks, such as used cars, have eased
back. If easing rents combine with other disinflationary forces, its large weighting in consumer
price indexes will go a long way to ensure a rollover in inflation. To be clear, this is unlikely to
change the Fed’s tightening path in the next few months, as the Fed remains in “believe it when
I see it” mode. But it would open the way to a less hawkish Fed in the first half of next year.
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